Strengthen digital integrations
with the latest API innovations
Unlock digital assets and create new revenue streams with
Software AG’s webMethods API Management platform

A robust API management platform empowers
organizations to develop a 360 view of their API
landscape, monetize their data, deliver services to
the market faster, and offer better omnichannel
experiences to their customers.
Software AG’s webMethods API management
platform puts all of this in reach by providing an
effective way to plan, design, develop, secure, and
analyze APIs. It helps businesses take control of their
entire API lifecycle.
Wipro is a Global Strategic partner of Software AG with
close to two decades of experience in implementing
Software AG’s suite of products for our customers,
helping them accelerate customer-centric innovations,
identify new operational efficiencies, and expand
revenue streams. Wipro’s end-to-end services built on
the webMethods API Management platform comprise:
• Advising: Our team devises a plan for
transforming operations based on our
integration consulting expertise and will deliver
an API products road map, a monetization
strategy, and an API products fitment analysis.
• Building: We set up an API portal and platform
to rapidly build, govern, and expose custom
APIs, and also establish an API registry and
repository to store, discover, and reuse APIs.
• Management: Wipro gives clients greater
visibility across the end-to-end API life cycle,
including API policies, access, relationships,
dependencies, and subscription governance.
We also optimize traffic and routing to back-end
systems with webMethods API Gateway.
• Deployment: Our experts ensure operations
meet regulatory compliance and security
protocols, accelerate projects with
ready-to-deploy integration tools, and help
clients gain insights into how APIs are being
used and current deployment trends.

Gain insights into customer
needs, create new engagement
models, and deliver seamless
omnichannel experiences
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Wipro’s API
Center of Excellence

Wipro’s dedicated API Center of Excellence (CoE)
focuses on proofs of concept, refining methodologies,
and building solution accelerators and reusable
assets on the webMethods.io iPaaS and webMethods
API Management on-premise platform components.
We leverage our delivery experience in digital
transformation projects, deep industry knowledge,
advisory expertise, and industry-renowned delivery
models to help clients realize their business goals.

Getting the most from Software AG
webMethods API Management
The Software AG webMethods API Management
platform offers a host of components to maximize
customers’ API investments, and our CoE works with
clients to further develop service offerings and
solutions based on these components:

API Portal provides developers with
access to the API ecosystem.
API Gateway securely exposes APIs
externally for use in web, mobile, and
IoT applications.
CentraSite catalogs and monitors APIs,
and enforces company policies.
Microgateway manages traffic and
secures microservices in a
distributed environment.
AppMesh provides visibility and control
over microservices-based apps.

Success Story
Our hybrid integration platform setup, management,
and support with webMethods.io API improved an
engineering, logistics, and energy holding company’s
productivity by exposing APIs to business partners
and drove business user satisfaction.

About Software AG
Software AG is the software pioneer of a truly
connected world. Since 1969, it has helped 10,000+
organizations use software to connect people,
departments, systems and devices. Software AG
empowers truly connected enterprises using

Integration & APIs, IoT & Analytics, and Business &
IT Transformation. Software AG’s products establish
a fluid flow of data that allows everything and
everyone to work together. The company has about
4,700 employees across more than 70 countries.
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Wipro Limited (NYSE: WIT, BSE:
507685, NSE: WIPRO) is a leading
global information technology,
consulting and business process
services company. We harness the
power of cognitive computing,
hyper-automation, robotics, cloud,
analytics and emerging technologies
to help our clients adapt to the digital
world and make them successful.
A company recognized globally for its
comprehensive portfolio of services,

strong commitment to sustainability
and good corporate citizenship, we
have over 220,000 dedicated
employees serving clients across six
continents. Together, we discover
ideas and connect the dots to build a
better and a bold new future.

For more information,
please write to us at info@wipro.com

